Instructions for authors

A scientific paper should look like this:

Font: Cambria
Font size: 12 (text); 10 (summary); 10 (footnotes)
Line spacing: in the text and footnotes single
Title: Uppercase (caps), bold
Subtitle: uppercase, normal
Titles and subtitles in the text should be written as follows:
Summary: without numeration, italic and font size 10
Title of Introduction and Conclusion: without numeration (bold)
Main title in the text: 1. bold
Subtitles: 1.1. italics, no bold
Subtitles under subtitles: 1.1.1. normal

Instructions on footnotes

Footnotes should be placed at the bottom of the page.
Footnotes should contain complete information about the cited author and work (full name; title of work, place of publication, publishing house, year of publication).
Subsequent citations should include initial of name, full last name of the author; short title of the work. If the work is a book, the title is written in italics; if the work is an article, the title is written in normal font, but with quotation marks.

1. General remarks:
- author's first name is written in full (not initials) – John
- author's last name is written in caps – BROWN
- title and subtitle of books are written in italics - The Presence of the Future: The Eschatology of Biblical Realism
- titles of articles are written in normal font, but with quotation marks. Title of a journal is written in italics – Martin RIST, “The Revelation of St. John the Divine”, Interpreter’s Bible 12 (1957.), 345-351.
- information about place of publication, publishing house, and year of publication are placed in brackets – (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974.), 233-235.
- if a work has more than one edition it is referenced before the year of publication – George Eldon LADD, The Presence of the Future: The Eschatology of Biblical Realism (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974.).

2. Specific remarks:
One author:

More than one author:

Editor as author:

Institution as author:

Articles in journals: it is necessary to indicate the year of publication – New Testament Studies 11 (1965.), 387-397.
One author:

More than one author:

Institution as author:

Articles in editor’s books:
Lexicons and dictionaries:

Articles in newspapers:
Documents on the web: (it is necessary to indicate the date of access).

Second and later citations: